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From: DoNotReply@delaware.gov
To: HearingComments, DNREC (MailBox Resources), jrctracer@gmail.com

Comments on 2022-R-A-0011: Low Emission Vehicle Program

Name: John R Carter Sr.
Phone: 3024751945
Email Address: jrctracer@gmail.com
OrganizaXon: 

Comments:
This EV Mandate proposal is obviously a farce! The DemocraXc Socialists pushing this ludicrous proposal obviously do
not have a basic understanding of the Infrastructure required to support such a ludicrous proposal! The electric grid
is already on the verge of collapse! Those ridiculous Windmills and solar panels will not even begin to provide the
necessary power to enable such a mandate! In addiXon, the average Delaware household can not afford the
increased costs involved in establishing charging staXons, as well as, the increased cost of the vehicle and of the rare
earth ba_eries and their subsequent replacement and disposal! The state of California is an economic disaster as is
its so-called leadership! Newsom is destroying California's economy, as well as, its supply chains by a_acking fossil
fuel vehicles, especially diesel-powered trucks! Eventually, gasoline-powered cars and trucks will be replaced;
however, that will not happen by 2034! These fools pushing this mandate should be thrown out of office! They are as
incompetent and as misdirected as Biden and his lying, thieving administraXon! The United States is in need of
realisXc soluXons to our energy needs. Our first concern should be NATIONAL SECURITY! We must re-establish our
worldwide dominance in fossil fuel producXon. Our environment is already much cleaner than China or India! Any
addiXonal efforts, made by the United States, to clean the environment will be obliterated by those two countries
alone! World War III is a more likely possibility! I will never own an electric-powered automobile and Delaware's
Democrat-Socialists, Biden culXsts can go to Hell! They have already destroyed Delaware's economy, as well as, its
infrastructure by driving all of the major employers out of the state; witness: GM, Chrysler, DuPont, AstraZeneca,
Hercules, and ICI America. The best thing the residents of this state can do is take a lesson from the residents of
California and get out before the complete destrucXon of our once successful and prosperous state!!! 


